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Abstract：In the era of Big Data，we are faced with an inevitable and challenging problem of“overload information ”.
To alleviate this problem，it is important to use effective automatic text summarization techniques to obtain the key
information quickly and efficiently from the huge amount of text. In this paper，we propose a hybrid method of
extractive text summarization based on deep learning and graph ranking algorithms（ETSDG）. In this method，a
pre⁃trained deep learning model is designed to yield useful sentence embeddings. Given the association between
sentences in raw documents，a traditional LexRank algorithm with fine⁃tuning is adopted fin ETSDG. In order to
improve the performance of the extractive text summarization method，we further integrate the traditional LexRank
algorithm with deep learning. Testing results on the data set DUC2004 show that ETSDG has better performance in
ROUGE metrics compared with certain benchmark methods.
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0 Introduction

With the rapid development of Internet in the
21st century and the exponential growth of text da⁃
ta，it has become an urgent problem for users to
quickly and effectively distill the required useful in⁃
formation from the massive information［1］. To allevi⁃
ate this problem，text summarization technologies
can be used to help users quickly grasp the content
of the original text. As a fundamental and important
task in natural language processing（NLP）， the
main goal of text summarization is to use computers
to automatically distill a short，concise and coherent
paragraph from a long text or collection of texts that
reflects the central content of the source text.

There are two main forms of text summariza⁃
tion generation，namely extractive and abstractive.
Abstractive summarizations require complex lan⁃

guage processing and generate sentences with poor
readability. In contrast，extractive summarizations
generate sentences with better readability and now
more maturely developed. Hence，in this paper，we
focus on extractive summarizations. Extractive sum⁃
marizations，as the name implies，consist of ab⁃
stracting key text units，including but not limit to
words，phrases and sentences，etc.，from original
texts. Extractive text summarizations usually retain
the salient information of the source text，have cor⁃
rect syntax，and are suitable for long text summari⁃
zations.

Most existing extractive summarization meth⁃
ods use sentences as the basic text unit for extrac⁃
tion，since they are the smallest grammatical unit
that can be expressed. However，this kind of meth⁃
ods usually faces two challenges：（1）How to ex⁃
tract and represent sentences correctly？（2）How to
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select and sort sentences that reflect the meaning of
the source text？

To address these two problems，we propose a
new extractive text summarization method：A hy⁃
brid method of extractive text summarization com⁃
bining deep learning and graph ranking algorithms
（ETSDG）. ETSDG is a combination of a deep
learning pre-trained model and the traditional algo⁃
rithm LexRank. The main contributions of this
work are as follows：

（1）To better express sentences，we propose a
new sentence representation method using deep
learning technologies. A pooling operation is added
to yield interpretable sentence embeddings.

（2）To select the sentences that are more rele⁃

vant to the whole text，we obtain a threshold of 0.3
for setting the best result while fine-tuning in ETS⁃
DG.

（3）We propose a hybrid method which inte⁃
grates the traditional graph ranking algorithm with
deep learning technologies.

1 Related Work

Current mainstream extractive text summariza⁃
tion techniques can be classified into unsupervised
learning methods（feature scoring，graph ranking，
etc.） and supervised learning methods（classifica⁃
tion algorithms， deep learning， etc.）. Table 1
shows a brief conclusion of related works based on
whether they are supervised or not.

Unsupervised learning methods aim to generate
summarizations by ranking sentences. Most of early
unsupervised methods extracted summarizations by
analyzing features of original texts，which include
word frequency，similarity of the first sentence to
the title，and elements such as sentence length and
sentence centrality. The work of Luhn［2］ used word
frequency features to solve the text summarization
task，which aimed mainly to find those sentences
containing the most information to compose the
summarization. This approach is simple and fast，
but the effect is susceptible to anomalous data gener⁃
ating summarizations that are not related to the topic.

With the continuous development of extractive
summarization research，a variety of unsupervised
extractive summarization methods have emerged.
Typical unsupervised learning methods are graph
ranking methods. Graph ranking-based methods，

such as TextRank［3］，rely on sentence similarity［4］.
Mihalcea et al.［3］ introduced the extraction of sen⁃
tences with high importance in the text to form text
summarizations by TextRank. This method is con⁃
cise and effective，but it can lead to a slower opera⁃
tion because it is subject to arbitrary sentence simi⁃
larity calculations and iterative calculations.

Supervised learning methods treat text summa⁃
rization as a classification problem. Traditional ma⁃
chine learning algorithms，which belong to super⁃
vised methods，are applied to extractive text sum⁃
marization. Extractive summarizations can be con⁃
verted into a traditional natural language processing
problem of text classification. Classification-based
methods use classification models such as support
vector machine（SVM）［5］，Bayesian［6］ to determine
whether sentences are affiliated with summariza⁃
tions. Louis［7］ combined background knowledge on

Table 1 Brief conclusion of related works

Technology

Feature
scoring

Graph ranking

Classificaton
algorithms

Deep learning

Note
Select key words and phrases to form a summarization
based on word frequency, sentence position, or similarity

to the first sentence

Based on sentence similarity

Use SVM, Bayesian and other classification models to de⁃
termine whether a sentence belongs to a summarization

Sentence extraction using neural network models such as
CNN and RNN

Limitation

Need to set weights manually,
low quality

Relatively slow operation

Ignoring the connection between
sentences

Higher requirements for data, easy
to have the effect of gradient

disappearance, etc

Type

Unspervised
learning

Unspervised
learning
Spervised
learning

Spervised
learning
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the basis of Bayesian Surprise model to form sum⁃
marizations. The effectiveness of this method de⁃
pends on the quality of training data and domains of
applications，etc.

In recent years supervised extractive summari⁃
zation methods are more based on neural networks，
where neural network models can learn vector repre⁃
sentations of words and sentences to form abstract
features，and then use these features for ranking.
Yin et al.［8］ firstly trained a representation of sen⁃
tences using a convolutional neural network（CNN）
language model，and then used the PageRank algo⁃
rithm to calculate sentences importance and itera⁃
tively selected the important sentences. Cao et al.［9］

synthesized the features obtained by using recurrent
neural networks（RNN）learning and traditional fea⁃
tures for sentence ranking. Abdelsalam et al.［10］ con⁃
ducted a study on the performance of variants of
BERT-based models on text summarization and pro⁃
posed“SqueezeBERTSum”. These deep learning-

based methods can learn text unit features better，
but they have high data requirements，have more pa⁃
rameters，and are prone to gradient disappearance
and other effects［11-12］.

ETSDG is inspired from the work of Yin
et al.［8］Representations of sentences are first trained
using an advanced pre-trained model，and then the
LexRank algorithm is used to calculate sentence im ⁃
portance and select more representative sentences to
form a summarization. Experiment results show our
method can be used for text summarizations effec⁃
tively.

2 Main Work

The framework of the proposed ETSDG is
shown in Fig. 1. The main modules of the frame⁃
work are linked with solid lines. The input and out⁃
put artifacts in modules are linked with dotted lines.
The goal of ETSDG is to extract a short，concise
and coherent paragraph from a long text or collec⁃
tion of texts that reflects the central content of the
source text. Specifically， ETSDG includes five
main modules（1）—（5）shown in Fig.1.

（1）Pre-process raw documents to get sentenc⁃
es；

（2）Calculate sentence embeddings using deep
learning；

（3）Calculate the pair-wise cosine similarities；
（4）Calculate the centrality for each sentence；
（5）Sort sentences so that the first selected sen⁃

tence will be the one with the highest score.

2. 1 Document pre‑processing

In the first step，we pre-process raw docu⁃
ments. ETSDG uses sentences as the basic text unit
for extraction and splits the raw document into sen⁃
tences with the separator“.”，“？”and“！”，etc.
However，sentence splitting is not a simple prob⁃
lem. The punctuation marks“？”and“！”can split
sentences without having ambiguous meanings. But

“.”has different uses and is not necessarily the end
of a sentence，so we need to exclude some situa⁃
tions. For example，“Mr. and Mrs. Smith”went to
the ball. In this sentence，“Mr. And Mrs. Smith”is
a person phrase，where the“·”is part of the person
phrase，then it is not the end of the sentence. To
solve this punctuation ambiguity，a simple rule of
text break is used in ETSDG，namely“.”is not pre⁃
ceded by an abbreviation and is not followed by a
number，then it indicates that the end of the sen⁃
tence is detected.

2. 2 Calculation of sentence embeddings

There are dozens of proposed neural network-

based methods to calculate sentence embeddings，
such as Skip-Thought［13］，InferSent［14］ and Univer⁃
sal Sentence Encoder［15］，etc. These methods are
usually trained starting from a random initializa⁃

Fig.1 Framework of the proposed ETSDG
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tion［16］. They come at the cost of a dramatic increase
in calculation time and memory usage with sentence
length.

In order to reduce calculation time，memory us⁃
age and better express sentences，we propose a new
model based on a pre-trained DistilRoBERTa net⁃
work. A pooling operation is added in ETSDG to
yield interpretable sentence embeddings.

ETSDG first uses a DistilRoBERTa network，
which is a pre-trained Transformer network，and
then fine-tune it to get sentence embeddings. The
basic model Transformer replaces recurrent layers
with self-attention in an encoder-endecoder frame⁃
work and has achieved state-of-the-art results in lan⁃
guage modeling. Based on Transformer，ETSDG
aims to eliminate recurrence to allow more direct in⁃
teraction among words in a sentence.

Moreover，a pooling operation is added to the
output of DistilRoBERTa to derive sentence embed⁃
dings，which helps ETSDG reduce calculation time
and memory usage.

Based on this pre-trained deep learning model，
ETSDG can map sentences or paragraphs to a 768
dimensional dense vector space such that similarity
sentences are close. Fig.2 shows the architecture of
calculating sentence embeddings.

2. 3 Calculation of pair‑wise cosine similarities

After transforming sentences into sentence em⁃
beddings，we aim to consider similarities between
sentences more effectively and exclude the influence
of noisy sentences that have little to do with the cen⁃
ter of the source text. Thus，we calculate similari⁃
ties between pairwise sentences based on LexRank［17］.

LexRank algorithm is a graph theory-based natural
language processing method proposed by Erkan
et al.，which focuses on generating summarizations
by filtering out summarization sentences through the
judgment of similarity between sentences.

As shown in Fig. 3，the LexRank algorithm
processes the sentences and constructs a scalar
graph. In Fig. 3，nodes represent sentences and an
edge between two nodes represents the similarity of
two sentences. If two sentences are unrelated，there
is no edge between the corresponding nodes. If two
sentences have a greater similarity，edge between
this pair of sentence is given a larger value. We call
values of edges as edge weights.

ETSDG uses cosine similarity to calculate the
similarity of pair-wise sentences. The score of the
pair-wise cosine similarity ranges from 0 to 1. Ac⁃
cording to scores of the pair-wise cosine similari⁃
ties， a connection matrix between sentences is
formed to iteratively calculate the amount of infor⁃
mation contained in sentences.

2. 4 Calculation of centrality for each sentence

The main goal of this calculation module is to
find key sentences of documents by calculating the
centrality for each sentence. When calculating the
sentence centrality，we fully consider the number of
connecting edges of nodes corresponding to each
sentence and weights of the connecting edges，i. e.，
the size of the centrality and relevance of the sen⁃
tence. Finally，according to a certain threshold，sen⁃
tences with a higher score are selected as the key

Fig.2 Architecture of calculating sentence embedding

Fig.3 Schematic diagram of LexRank algorithm[17]
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sentences of the document.
In order to better set the threshold in ETSDG，

we conduct an experiment on a benchmark dataset
“DUC2004 Task2”. In the process of fine-tuning，a
pilot study is experimented to set the threshold rang⁃
ing from 0 to 1.0. We set the final threshold accord⁃
ing to the scores of commonly used text summariza⁃
tion automatic evaluation indicators ROUGE-1，
ROUGE-2，and ROUGE-L. The experiment re⁃
sults are shown in Fig. 4. Due to the decreasing
trend of experimental results after 0.5，Fig. 4 only
shows the results with adjustment thresholds be⁃
tween 0 and 0.5.

As shown in Fig.4，when we set the threshold
as“0.3”， scores of ROUGE-1，ROUGE-2 and
ROUGE-L are better. Hence，we finally set the
threshold of“0.3”in ETSDG. With this“0.3”as
threshold，ETSDG selects sentences as key sen⁃
tences of documents.

2. 5 Sentence sorting

In the last calculation module，ETSDG sorts
sentences considering the centrality of each sentence
and edge weights in the text graph structure to gen⁃
erate summarizations. More representative sentenc⁃
es are positioned higher in the final generated sum⁃
marization. The Equation we used in sentence sort⁃
ing is described as follows

weight ( u )= d
N
+(1- d )× ∑

v∈ adj [ u ]

weight ( v )
deg ( v )

（1）

where weight（u） represents the centrality of sen⁃
tence u，and d the“damping factor”，which is usual⁃
ly set to 0.85. N represents the total number of sen⁃
tences，adj［u］the set of sentences that are adjacent
to u，and deg（v）the degree of the sentence v.

Based on Eq.（1），we finally select salient sen⁃
tences to form a summarization.

3 Experiments

In this section，we introduce eight benchmark
methods，the data set“DUC”，the evaluation meth⁃
od“ROUGE”，experiment results and analyses of
the proposed ETSDG.

3. 1 Set up

In order to evaluate the performance of ETS⁃
DG，we select eight commonly used benchmark
methods （i. e.， Lead Baseline， Random， Gra⁃
phRank，FreqSum，TsSum［18-22］） and the models
that performed better on the DUC2004 task（Basic⁃
Sum and TSSM［23］）for comparison.

Since some of these eight methods use different
metrics in their evaluation，in order to be able to rea⁃
sonably compare with them，this paper adopts the
results on the DUC2004 dataset（from Ying et al.［23］），
and directly quotes the results of these benchmark
models to evaluate each method using uniform eval⁃
uation method ROUGE［24］.

3. 2 Data set

Document understanding conference（DUC）is
a commonly used dataset for measuring text summa⁃
rization methods and an important evaluation criteri⁃
on applicable to measuring extractive text summari⁃
zation tasks. Therefore，in this paper，the DUC da⁃
taset is chosen as the main corpus for experiments.

Considering that DUC-2004 is the most com⁃
monly used comparison dataset in the DUC corpus，
we conducted experiments with DUC-2004 to evalu⁃
ate the performance of ETSDG. It contains 500 doc⁃
uments，each with four different manually generated
reference summarizations.

3. 3 Evaluation method

Current evaluation methods are divided into au⁃
tomatic evaluation and manual evaluation methods
according to whether there are manual participations
involved. A widely metric used in automatic evalua⁃
tion methods is ROUGE. Hence，in this paper，we
choose ROUGE to evaluate the performance of
ETSDG.

ROUGE is an automatic digest evaluation

Fig.4 Testing results of ETSDG with different thresholds
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method proposed by Lin［24］. The basic idea of
ROUGE is to compare the systematic summariza⁃
tions generated by the model with the reference sum⁃
marizations. Commonly used evaluation metrics are
ROUGE-1， ROUGE-2， and ROUGE-L， etc.，
where 1，2，and L stand for 1-word，2-word and lon⁃
gest substring based，respectively. This method is
one of the common criteria of summarization evalua⁃
tion systems，and its calculation formula is

RROUGE⁃N=
∑

S∈ { Ref }
∑

Nn⁃gram ∈ S
Countmatch ( Nn⁃gram )

∑
S∈ { Ref }

∑
Nn⁃gram ∈ S

Count ( Nn⁃gram )
（2）

where n-gram denotes the n‑word，｛Ref｝ the refer⁃
ence summarization， and Countmatch ( Nn⁃gram ) the
number of n-gram appearing in both the system sum⁃
marization and the reference summarization， and

Count ( Nn⁃gram ) the number of n-gram appearing in
the reference summarization.

In the evaluation phase，we used the toolkit
pyrouge to calculate the ROUGE scores of ETS⁃
DG， using commonly used evaluation metrics
ROUGE-1，ROUGE-2，ROUGE-L for compari⁃
son with other benchmark methods.

3. 4 Results and discussion

We compare ETSDG on DUC2004 using
ROUGE evaluation method with eight benchmark
methods. Table 2 lists results［19，23］ of these methods
along with ETSDG. The values of ROUGE indi⁃
cate the number of overlapping text units between
generated summarizations and reference summariza⁃
tions. More overlapping text units represent better
performance of methods.

As shown in Table 2，the overall performance
of ETSDG is better than the other eight methods.
From the results，it can be inferred that better per⁃
formance can be obtained with text summarization
techniques using a hybrid method.

Lead Baseline is simple and outperforms Ran⁃
dom in all of ROUGE measures，however，it only
selects the leading sentences of a document to gener⁃
ate a summarization while ignoring connections be⁃
tween sentences. GraphRank takes connections be⁃
tween sentences into consideration and performanc⁃
es a little better than Lead Baseline in terms of
ROUGE-1 metric. However，since GraphRank fails
to better express sentences， it gets poor perfor⁃
mance in terms of ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L met⁃
rics. The above three traditional methods，Lead
Baseline，Random and GraphRank，perform much
worse than our proposed ETSDG due to their single
feature considered.

Although the data of Centroid，FreqSum and
TsSum methods are significantly better than the

three traditional methods mentioned above for
ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2， they still inferior to
ETSDG. The reason is that these three approaches
fail to output sentences embeddings well and thus
the overall performance is poor，while ETSDG
does a better job in representing sentence embed⁃
dings.

BasicSum and TSSM slightly outperform
ETSDG on ROUGE-2， but still underperform
ETSDG on ROUGE-1. The reason for the gap in
ETSDG on ROUGE-2 may lie in the fact that it on⁃
ly considers correlations between sentences，with⁃
out further considering common words frequency
features and named entities in sentences. These are
also some of the directions we will consider to fur⁃
ther optimize ETSDG in the future.

Compared with eight benchmark methods
above， the overall performance of our proposed
ETSDG is still good. It not only better expresses
sentences using a pretrained model，but also consid⁃
ers connections between sentences using LexRank.

Table 2 Performance comparison on DUC2004 using ROUGE evaluation method［19，23］

Parameter
ROUGE⁃1
ROUGE⁃2
ROUGE⁃L

Lead Baseline
0.292
0.043
0.271

Random
0.290
0.041
0.264

GraphRank
0.304
0.041
0.265

Centroid
0.364
0.075

FreqSum
0.353
0.081

TsSum
0.359
0.815

BasicSum
0.366
0.091

TSSM
0.369
0.089

ETSDG
0.372

0.088

0.321

Data from the second to the fourth column are extracted from Ref.[19], Data from the fifth to the ninth column are extracted form
Ref.[23].
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Moreover，the threshold of“0.3”we set in ETSDG
helps us both filter out some weakly similar sentenc⁃
es and avoid losing too many sentences related to
the source text. These reasons explain why ETSDG
can obtain better performances.

Experiment results show our method which is a
fusion of deep learning and traditional LexRank algo⁃
rithms can be used for text summarizations effective⁃
ly.

4 Conclusions

The social value of automatic text summariza⁃
tion，which belongs to the domain of text generation
in natural language processing，demonstrates the im⁃
portance of automatic text summarization in the nat⁃
ural language domain. In this paper，a hybrid ap⁃
proach combining deep learning and graph ranking
algorithms is introduced from the perspective of ex⁃
tractive methods. ETSDG firstly uses a pre-trained
language model to represent sentence embeddings，
secondly fully considers connections between sen⁃
tences in documents based on the LexRank algo⁃
rithm with a threshold，and finally finds more repre⁃
sentative sentences to express the source text. Ac⁃
cording to the general text summarization evaluation
method ROUGE，the results on“DUC2004”data
set show that ETSDG has a better performance
than certain benchmark methods. In the future，we
hope to generate better summarizations using richer
semantic information and leveraging external knowl⁃
edge.
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结合深度学习和图排序算法的抽取式文摘方法

史 荟 1，王铁鑫 1，2

（1.南京航空航天大学计算机科学与技术学院，南京 211106，中国；

2.南京航空航天大学工业和信息化部安全关键软件重点实验室,南京 211106，中国）

摘要：大数据时代面临着一个不可避免的挑战性问题“信息过载”。为了缓解这一问题，必须使用有效的自动文

本总结技术，从海量的文本中快速有效地获取关键信息。本文提出了一种结合深度学习和图排序算法的提取式

文本总结（Extractive text summarization based on deep learning and graph ranking algorithms，ETSDG）的混合方

法。在这种方法中，一个预先训练好的深度学习模型被设计用来产生有用的句子嵌入。此外，考虑到原始文档

中句子之间的关联，在 ETSDG中采用了传统的 LexRank算法并进行了微调。为了提高提取式文本总结方法的

性能，进一步将传统的 LexRank算法与深度学习相结合。在数据集 DUC2004上的测试结果表明，与某些基准方

法相比，ETSDG在 ROUGE指标上有更好的表现。

关键词：提取式文本总结；深度学习；句子嵌入；LexRank
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